# Finance Committee

## Hundred and Eighty-seventh Session

### Provisional Agenda

1. Adoption of the Provisional Agenda and Timetable (docs. FC 187/1 and FC 187/INF/1 Rev.2)

2. Election of the Vice-Chairperson

### World Food Programme Matters

3. WFP Strategic Plan (2022-2026) (doc. FC 187/3)


5. Appointment of the WFP External Auditor for the Term 1 July 2022 – 30 June 2028 (doc. FC 187/5)

### Other Matters

6. Working Methods of the Finance Committee (no document)

7. Date and Place of the Hundred and Eighty-eighth Session

8. Any Other Matters
Documents for information

- Work Plan of the External Auditor (doc. FC 188/INF/2)
- Revised WFP Financial Rules (doc. FC 188/INF/3)